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Sonrc physical science phenomena that occur naturally in our environment iue not apparent to the casual observer. But
once pointed out, they seem to be everywhere! The spider web effect that light causes when shining through | 'ir and wet
tree branches, as well as when reflected from microscopic scratches on spoons, windows, and car fenders, is an example.

Once observed, you will detight in seeing them in many places you never saw them before!
Tb see the spider web effect at is nearly finest, connect a flashlight bulb, wire, and a butery of two cells to make a

single, small but intense, light source (Using a complete flashlight does not work well; the bulb itself, illuminated by a2-
cell battery is much better!) Ask someone with long hair to hold the hair out at the side, letting it go liile by little. Hold
the tiny but bright light source several inches from the hair, so the light shines through the hair for an observer on the other
side. Whu sort of pattem does the light shining through the hair produce? If the light is on the same side of the hair as the

observer, is the same effect produced? Make sure that someone else can hold the light for you, so you, yourself, can see the
"spider web" produced

While a small but bright light source shining through hair produces a remarkable spider web effect, it is even more
discernible wlen viewed through "angel hair" - the gauzy stulf that is used around the base of Chrisrnas trees and other
Christmas decorations. When the ligtrt sornccis on theother side of angel hair from your eyes, the spider*,eb effect is
most obvious. And it doesn't depend upon any particular arangement of the angel hair! Any arrangement at all is sure to
produce a spider web, and a brilliant one at that!

Having seen this optical oddity, look for it in the bowl of a well-used, but shiny, spoon as it reflecs light from some
bright source nearby. Can you see that tlte almost invisible scratches on the bowl, from repeated polishings and the
abrasions by lips and food, cause a spider web effect, much the way human hair and angel hair caused such a pattem when
a light sbone through? Only this time it is reflections from scratches, not hair, that cause the spider web effect

Next, try to look for a window through which ttrc sun, or a street lamp, shines, but where the light itself is blocked by
a rear-view mirror, or a partition, or some similar object. Notice how scratches invisible to most eyes now become visible,
but only as a myriad of segments in an imaginary spider web! The scratches, no matter how tiny, reflect light. But only
those scratches (and bits of hair or angel hair) that are in exactly the right position to reflect the light to the ptpil of your eye

do so; all other bits reflect light in some other direction. So the particular spider web you seem to see when a small, intense
light source is reflected by scrarches or filamens is peculiar to you. A person standing beside you sees a different, if
similar, spider web!

To see how this spider web appean from a lot of separate reflections, make a dot on a sheet of paper, then draw a
random lot of half-inchJong straight lines all of which are tangent to circles whose center is the dot you drcw. they
should look like this:

__-_

Can you see how if you had hun&eds or thousands of such reflection lines, all of them tangent to circles whose center
lay on a direct line between the light source and your eye, it would have a spider web appearance?

If you arc in a car, with the sun shining in the windshield, move so the rgar-view mirror blocls the sun, and see how
many scratches show up in the windshield. Can you see that they seem to form a circular, or spider web, pattem like the

diagram above? Look for a similar pattern in a window (Airplane windows are especially good for this!) where the sun is
just blocked by a partition between windows, or where the sun shining in a house window is blocked by a mullion. Ttren
you may be able to see the spider web effect clearly.

But perhaps the most fun of all is to look for the spider web effect when the sun shines through the trees, especially
when the twigs and limbs are wet from a recent rain or melting snow. Stand so the sun is hidden by a tree runk, but the
twigs, limbs, and needles all reflect sunlight much the same as scratches do on glass or fenders. T?rcn all those reflecting
parrs of the trees and shrubs will act together to poduce a fascinating, spider web effect! If you see it once, you will see it
ofteru and experierrce a little thrill at seeing this physical science phenomenon so commonly displaye( and so seldom
recognizrd and appreci ated!


